
 

Ester Revealed 
 

Purim, the Jewish festival which celebrates the Biblical story of Esther, begins this year on the 16th 

March – but there will be a unique opportunity to celebrate it three days earlier, when HGO gives the UK 

premiere of the 1774 oratorio Ester by Cristiano Lidarti, the first oratorio written to a Hebrew libretto, at 

the Free Church, Hampstead Garden Suburb, on 13th March. 

Purim has traditionally been celebrated by Jews with a pantomime, the Purimshpil, with Haman of 

course as the baddie and Esther and Mordecai as heroine and hero and King Ahasuerus, enamured of 

Esther,  as a figure of Justice. Some have speculated that Handel saw the Purimshpil of the Jewish 

community while he was in Venice in 1709 during Lent (as this was the only musical entertainment 

permitted in the city during those forty days), and that this could have been the stimulus for his own 

Esther, a masque of 1718 first produced for the Duke of Chandos at Cannons,  which eventually became 

the first English oratorio in 1732. Handel’s subsequent bibilical oratorios gained a large following 

amongst London’s Jewish community; when a later work, Theodora, failed, Handel complained to his 

librettist Thomas Morell that “the Jews will not come to it as to Judas Maccabeus because it is a 

Christian story, and the ladies will not come because it is a virtuous one.”  

This is the background to ‘our’ Ester. The Sephardi (Spanish) Jews of London had close links with those of 

Amsterdam. Known to both communities was the Italian Rabbi Jacob Saraval (1707-1782), an admirer of 

European art-music  and acquaintance of the Mozart family, who is on record as having produced a 

Purimshpil in Mantua in 1757. Saraval produced a translation of Handel’s Esther libretto into Hebrew, of 

which three contemporary copies survive: Teshuat Yisrael al yedey Ester (The Salvation of Israel by the 

Hands of Esther). One of these is Handel’s printed libretto with Saraval’s translation interpolated in 

manuscript. The Amsterdam Jews commissioned a setting of Saraval’s version  from the (Gentile) Italian 

composer Lidarti (1730 – c. 1795), presumably with Saraval as intermediary.



 

Lidarti, born in Vienna but at this period settled in Pisa, had been a pupil of the composer Niccolò 

Jommeli, and was known for his concertos for violin and other chamber music. He had previously 

composed some choral music for the Amsterdam synagogue; in a period when very few Jews had access 

to musical training, it was not unusual for congregations to seek the help of Gentile composers.  The 

English music historian Charles Burney met Lidarti on his travels in Italy and found him a pleasant and 

courteous companion. 

Lidarti, working in the Italian galant style, between the baroque and the classic idioms, composed a 

completely new setting for Saraval’s libretto. But the score never reached Amsterdam. The oratorio was 

never performed and the score was lost – in fact, it had been acquired in Italy by another English 

traveller in the late 18th century. It turned up 200 years later amongst manuscripts acquired from a 

London dealer by Cambridge University Library in the 1990s. The text (Hebrew transcribed into Latin 

characters) seemed a mystery, but fortunately working at the Library at the time was a team 

transcribing Hebrew manuscripts, who were able to identify it. The Israeli musicologist Israel Adler, an 

expert on the music of the Amsterdam synagogue, was called in and made an edition of the work for the 

Israel Music Institute, which HGO is using. The oratorio has been performed in France and Italy, but this 

is its first outing in the UK. 
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